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ABSTRACT
In the last decade great efforts have been made to efficiently study the behaviors
of rare-event systems. The methods and theories developed in pursuit of this goal are
far from unified and are instead applied on a case-by-case basis where one makes a
best educated guess as to which approach may afford the greatest chance of studying
the rare-event system in question. The work contained here is directed at further
development of one of these sets of methods and theories. Specifically, a new theory
of dynamics in the Langevin path space is developed with emphasis on generating
and sampling Langevin trajectories that exhibit rare transitions.
The quest to formulate path dynamics or path sampling is not new. Rather,
this work offers a new formulation of an old idea while keeping in mind two key
issues: first, whatever theory and methods are developed they should be accessible
to those simply seeking methods and easy to implement, since the goal is application
to complex, large dimensional systems. Second, the rigorous limits of the problem
should never be overlooked and one’s intuition should always be held in check by
these limits of rigor.
Past formulations of techniques that employ a Langevin measure to either uncover
very probable paths or to define path-wise dynamics tend to rely too heavily on
intuition, allowing one to unknowingly overstep the rigorous limit of what can be
done or said. With this in mind, a new Langevin path probability is derived once
it is established that the more common representation can only be written without
justification. The new Langevin measure is then used to demonstrate consequences
related to applications that are not limited to a special function space; the space of
functions that solve the given dynamical equation. This is simply a demonstration of
uniqueness for Langevin’s equation.
Because working in the configuration or phase space is a familiar thing, path
sampling and path dynamics are usually formulated on one of those spaces. Since
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the first part of this work revolves around the idea that the domain of Langevin
trajectories is in neither of those spaces, an alternate formulation of dynamics in
the Langevin path space is given. In this formulation the intuition developed by the
regular dynamics in phase space is pushed aside for a different perspective. This forces
the domain of the path dynamics to stay on the random force space, the independant
variable of the Langevin trajectory. Once the path dynamics are formulated the
scheme is demonstrated on a test potential and then used to close a fullerene at low
temperature.
This work is unique amoung the literature in that it avoids forcing physical intuition from one problem on the study of another. In the end, the tools developed
here are easy to understand and straightforward to implement. A number of the difficulties of the usual path sampling formulations are even avoided. For instance, one
is not required to have access to a reactive trajectory a priori. Furthermore, since
the domain of the problem is not forced onto the configuration space, the need for
higher-order derivatives of the potential energy surface are avoided; only the gradient must exist. The main contributions of this work are an original method for the
generation and sampling of reactive Langevin trajectories in rare-event systems and
an alternative theory for understanding the Langevin path probability.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Overcoming Disparate Timescales in Dynamical Systems
Rare event systems exhibit interesting phonomena with timescales ranging from
1 ms to 1 s while the smallest timescale required for accurate dynamical treatment
of these systems is on the order of 1 fs. It is the length of time required by computer
simulation, some 109 iterations, to span the gap from femtosecond to microsecond that
characterizes these processes with “short” experimental timescales as rare in the sense
of simulation. These events or transitions may represent structual rearrangement,
configurational changes resulting from chemical reactions or even phase changes.
The problem of sampling rare events has been approached in several ways. One
class of methods is commonly referred to as accelerated dynamics. [1] This set of
approaches to the rare event problem uses standard dynamics protocols to evolve
trajectories under the influence of some statistical bias that enhances the frequency
of the rare event. This bias may be manifest in the potential energy surface, as in the
hyperdynamics method[2], the kinetic energy, as in temperature-accelerated dynamics
[3], or from parallelization of the time coordinate to afford accelerated integration [4].
Importantly, these methods require no a priori knowledge of final states or reaction
coordinates and it is often this aspect that makes them so appealing.
In these methods the dynamical propagator is used to generate sequences of points,
all belonging to the desired ensemble, connecting two interesting regions of configuration space that are separated by some impasse in the potential energy (or free
energy) surface. Standard dynamics produces sequences of points that are largely
concentrated in the initial state, precisely because these are rare-event systems. The
biases used by these accelerated dynamics methods serve to reduce the length of the
sequence one must generate, or the time required to generate it, in order to witness
a rare event.
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A second class of methods for sampling rare event trajectories involves casting this
sequence of points in phase space as a single point in another abstract space. This
abstract space is the space of paths that are within the solution space of the given
problem, i.e., the space of trajectories that can be sampled via standard dynamical
protocols. The aim of such a formulation is an ambitious one. In the most optimal
circumstance, one imagines evolving point-to-point in this path space where each
point visited is a new sequence of points in the phase space exhibiting the rare event
in question. In this perfect case, one would typically choose to sample paths along
which minimal time is wasted on long sequences of points in phase space that simply
sample uninteresting minima of the potential energy surface. The capacity to move
point-to-point in the space of Langevin solutions is developed in the following chapters
along with a method for relaxing arbitrary paths in configuration space toward the
space of Langevin paths.
Such a formulation of the rare event problem would seemingly first be concerned
with a rigorous means of assigning a weight, or probability, to points in the path
space. In some cases, however, algorithms have been constructed that avoid explicit
use of any path measure at all. For example, if the paths can be generated with
probability proportional to their measure (such as by direct dynamical integration),
no bias is introduced and an ensemble of reactive paths can be obtained using a
simple indicator function; the path is accepted with probability one if it exhibits the
transition of interest within the duration of time being considered and rejected if it
fails to undergo the transition in question[5, 6, 7]. In this formulation the measure
itself is never used to guide or select paths, and need not be written down.
In the event that the measure is questioned for information about these transition
paths, it is most commonly optimized to uncover the minimum energy path(MEP)[5,
8, 9, 10]. While paths recovered in such a way certainly provide insight in many
cases, they do not possess any stochastic character and thus do not belong to the
correct ensemble — the ensemble generated by solving the dynamical equations for
multiple realizations of the stochastic force. This approach also does not afford one a
means of generating an ensemble of paths and instead produces only one path trapped
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in one pathway. Additionally, earlier attempts to optimize a path probability have
revealed unexpected fixed points in the path space[8, 11], which contain paths that
spend excess time on saddle points as well as in potential energy minima. While
reference [8] was not concerned with Langevin trajectories directly, the stochastic
nature of the dynamics considered there bring it within the field of interest for the
concepts (namely uniqueness) outlined in what follows. The fixed points in path
space being questioned here correspond to trajectories that have the tendency to
accumulate density on barrier tops as well as in minima, and thus do not resemble
what one would expect of physically relevant trajectories. In Chapter 2 below this
behavior is shown to be a side effect of applying the path probability to the space
of all continuous functions rather than to the smaller space of functions solving the
given dynamical equations.
Finite-temperature effects have been introduced into schemes which optimize the
path probability by building measures which widen as the temperature parameter
is increased[9]. However, the paths generated in this manner are again outside the
Langevin solution space since they have no stochastic interpretation. The question is
whether or not one is searching for Langevin paths or simply seraching for pathways.
This work centers around Langevin paths specifically.
Typically the measure for a Langevin path is derived by noting that the noise
measure is
1
P [ft ] = exp − 2
2σ


Z

0

t

2

f (s) ds



(1.1)

for a path of length t with Gaussian noise f (t) (or ft ) of variance σ 2 . Substituting
Langevin’s equation, ẍt + αẋt − at = ft , for the noise gives the path probability
1
P [xt ] = J(xt ) exp − 2
2σ


Z

0

t

2



(ẍs + αẋs − as ) ds ,

(1.2)

where a Jacobian J(xt ) has been introduced to account for the variable change from
noise ft to path xt . In the literature employing this or a similar path measure, one
can find several different Jacobians but no acknowledgement of this discrepancy or
its consequences[5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Even if this issue is ignored, this
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approach makes the assumption that the path probability P [xt ] is proportional to the
noise probability P [ft ] (or identical, if the Jacobian is correct).
Furthermore, this representation should be understood as a symbolic one for the
following reason. It is quite easy to accept that a trajectory in configuration space xt
generated by Langevin’s equation is a function of the random force, xt = Tt (ft ) where
Tt is the propagator. It was established above that substituting the path in configuration space into the noise measure requires defining some Jacobian that accounts for
the transformation. Since xt = Tt (ft ) this Jacobian can be correctly identified if the
random force may be written as a function of the trajectory in configuration space.
In other words, the mapping xt = Tt (ft ) must be invertible, ft = Tt−1 (xt ). Langevin
trajectories cross themselves both in configuration and momentum space, thus there
can be no hope of inverting the map Tt ; the fact that trajectories cross themselves
means Tt does not satisfy the definition of an invertible function. This is to say, a
Langevin trajectory may reach a given configuration point (or more generally, phase
point) several times during a simulation and each time the random force may be
different. This simple observation means that for a given value of ft , Tt (ft ) may take
several values. With this in mind, a path probability that involves this type of Jacobian must be regarded as symbolic as there is no way to justify the transformation
required to write it.
Symbolic representations are ubiquitous in mathematics and physics because they
often offer a quick and intuitive means of gleaning information from dynamical equations in a variety of situations. As a clear example of a useful symbolic representa∂
t], where s is a real
tion consider the shift operator, usually defined T (st) = exp[s ∂x

constant. If the functions being acted on are not infinitely smooth, expanding the
exponential as a series is no longer an option and this representation forces one to
question the meaning of T (st) if it is unbounded on its domain. A connection between
this shift operator and a dynamical system is made by the following equation
∂f (x, t)
∂
= s f (x, t),
∂t
∂x

(1.3)

∂
t]f (x, 0).
where the symbolic solution can be easily verified to be f (x+st, t) = exp[s ∂x
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Another representation is found by taking the Fourier transform of equation 1.3
in the spatial coordinate and integrating the right hand side by parts leaving
˙
fˆ(ω, t) = isω fˆ(ω, t),

(1.4)

where it is assumed f (∞, t) = f (−∞, t) = 0. This requirement on f will be returned to later. The transformed equation is simple to solve, yielding fˆ(ω, t) =
exp[isωt]f (ω, t = 0). At this point it is clear that the shift property of the Fourier
transform is being exploited, as the inverse transform of the right hand side will translate f by the shift x → x + st. The restrictions on the functions f (x, t) now become
very loose, only requiring existence of the Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms.
No restriction on the continuity on f (x, t) is present, beyond that of equation 1.3,
∂
t] is not needed.
because the Taylor expansion of exp[s ∂x

An extension of the previous discussion to one of immediate interest involves the
Liouville equation
∂
∂
f˙ = [α(p) + β(q) ]f,
∂q
∂p

(1.5)

with α(p) = ∂H/∂p and β(q) = −∂H/∂q. Since the two operators inside the brackets
do not commute, Trotter’s method of defining a product semigroup[18] should be
∂
used. Taking the notation of reference [18] and treating the generators Ω = α(p) ∂q
∂
separately in analogy with the treatment of equation 1.3 produces
and Ω′ = β(q) ∂p

two shift operators T (t) and T ′ (t), respectively. These may be combined to define a
propagator according to Trotter’s product formula
S(t) = limh→0 (T (h)T ′ (h))[t/h] ,

(1.6)

where [t/h] is the largest integer in the quotient t/h. The propagator has the symbolic
representation S(t) = exp[(Ω + Ω′ )t] but only requires that functions in the domain
of S are differentiable once and allow Fourier transform. The symbolic representation
of S(t) is still very useful[19], but explaining how it shifts functions in the phase
space requires a great deal of smoothness in the functions it acts on. Furthermore,
implementation of the symbolic representation is never carried out - no integration
schemes use a series of derivatives of the phase density to update simulation positions.
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In fact, integrators built on the literal interpretation of this symbolic propagator would
break down any time the potential energy surface is not smooth to high order.
This alternate representation realizes the shifts via the shift property of the Fourier
transform, which allows a very intuitive view of this evolution operator. In the context
of Liouville’s equation, where f is typically taken as the current state of a system[20],
the successive application of S(t) to f generates a trajectory in phase space. This
trajectory will only be infinitely smooth if the potential energy surface is also infinitely
smooth, motivating a representation of S(t) that omits this requirement. Lastly,
requiring the function f to be zero at the boundaries of the phase space simply
means that the partition function will be finite and that f will be square integrable.
The theme of symbolic representations carries over to the path integral for Langevin
trajectories. The majority of representations for the path probability claim proportionality to the noise, as pointed out above. Consider the following argument. Imagine
using identical random number sequences to evolve two short trajectories, one on an
unbiased potential energy surface and one on a biased surface as discribed by hyperdynamics. Since these paths evolve with the same average thermal energy with the
same viscous drag, the symbolic measure in (1.2) assigns these two paths an identical
probability. One trajectory belongs in the biased ensemble of paths while the other
belongs in the unbiased set of paths, yet they have identical probability because they
share an identical random number sequence. In a path integral, then, one trajectory
may be substituted for the other and there will be no consequence on the result.
In fact this implies that one could integrate over only the biased paths and reach
the same answer as if the integration were over the unbiased paths. This is a very
undesirable feature of the path measure in equation 1.2.
There is also a symbolic theme in the way dynamics for the path space are constructed. Equation 1.2 establishes a path probability that has the configuration space
as its domain. If a segment of a Langevin path is viewed as a single point in path
space then the path measure can be seen as defining something analogous to a potential energy surface. This surface, which is actually the path action, can be used to
define a force acting on the paths. The negative gradient of the action gives the force
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that pushes the path in the direction of a better path— one of greater probability —
in the same way the potential energy surface pushes trajectories toward the minimum
of the potential energy surface.
The motivation to define path dynamics in these terms follows from the fact that
this picture is completely analogous to dynamics in the phase space. The problem
though, is that the domain of a Langevin trajectory is not configuration space, nor
is it phase space. Furthermore, Langevin paths are generated according to a given
random force sequence without regard for their measure — the only thing for certain
is that the random force belongs to a particular distribution. In reality, the natural
domain for the Langevin trajectory is the space of the random force. The random force
should be thought of as the independent variable for a Langevin path and since the
propagator is not invertible, these paths cannot be written with the configuration as
the domain. The idea that the path dynamics are analogous to the normal dynamics
in phase space is a very tempting one. There is, however, no need for such a strong
parallel when constructing dynamics in the path space.
The physical picture behind the development of Langevin’s equation was the diffusion of pollen grains in water as described by Joseph Brown. The forces acting on a
pollen grain can be thought of as having two components: the viscous drag between
the pollen grain and water molecules and the random collisions between moving water
molecules and the pollen grain. Since there is no net motion among water molecules
in an equilibrated container of water, the mean force of these random collisions is
zero. They are no more likely to move the pollen grain in any one direction over the
rest. The water may also be thought of as a heat bath holding the thermal energy of
the pollen grain in equilibrium with its own. The details of the balance between the
viscous drag and the random collisions will be shown later; the point here is that the
path a pollen grain takes is completely determined by the the state of the water at
each instant of time along the pollen’s path.
Consider the path a pollen grain takes from time s to time t. The pollen is released
at time s with a known initial phase point while the state of the pollen and the water
at each time along the path are recorded. One may then wonder what the path would
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have been if the pollen grain were released at time s + dt in the same container of
water given that it would be released at the same position and with the same velocity
— only the state of the water has changed. Addressing this problem may be thought
of in the following way: With the pollen’s path in place through the container of
water from time s to t, one can imagine letting the water evolve in time by dt while
observing the changes in the pollen’s path as the water evolves. Since the pollen was
released at the same position on the surface of the water, the initial point remains
fixed but the rest of the path changes due to changes in the water because of its
thermal motion.
This is analogous to the path dynamics that are formulated in Chapter 4. The
Langevin particle represents the pollen grain and the random force and viscous drag
in Langevin’s equation represent the water or heat bath. In the case of molecular
dynamics there is an additional external force due to the potential energy surface.
Once an initial path is given, the path may be evolved by allowing the random force
at each timestep of the Langevin path to evolve. These evolving random forces along
the Langevin path drag the path through the phase space, essentially hopping from
one realization of the path to another. Despite the abstract imagery of this situation,
the formulation and implementation are trivial for even complex systems.
The remainder is as follows: In Chapter 2 a measure is derived while avoiding the
temptation to invert the propagator and use symbolic notation. Furthermore, the
measure does not equate the noise probability and the path probability. Rather, the
path probability is a function of both the noise realization and the route traversed by
the trajectory. Both the gradient of the potential energy surface and random force
at each time contribute to the probability of the path. Additionally, it is shown that
the paths following from a variational treatment, i.e. minimization of the action, are
outside the solution space of Langevin dynamics.
In Chapter 3 an algorithm is developed that limits the search for transition paths
to the appropriate space of solutions; this is compared to an intuitive but more naive
scheme that is not restricted to the proper solution space. It is thus demonstrated
that the “fixed points” in path space that have plagued previous attempts at using
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a measure to perform path sampling are a result of performing this sampling outside
the space of Langevin trajectories. Both the path measure and the path moving
method are novel. When combined, they represent an entirely new approach to
generating rare event trajectories, and offer a means of harvesting finite-temperature
activated trajectories for rare event systems. These paths maintain their stochastic
interpretations, even after optimization under the new measure.
In Chapter 4 a new formulation of pathwise dynamics is given. These dynamics
move from Langevin segment to Langevin segment by allowing the random force
at each time slice to change. The random force at a Langevin time step is given
by a stochastic process in the random force space. The equation of motion for the
random force guarantees that the correct distribution is represented at each Langevin
step and that there is no correlation between realizations at different Langevin steps.
This method does not require knowledge of a reactive pathway before simulations can
begin. Rather, the initial path may reside entirely in the inititial state.
In Chapter 5 the path dynamics are applied to two examples. First, the method
is tested on a simple two-dimensional surface. The method is shown to reproduce the
behavior of normal molecular dynamics at low temperature for this system. Means
of determining the parameters for the method in general are also given. Second, the
method is applied to a damaged fullerene at low temperature. Multiple pathways to
close the C60 cage are found at 700 K while molecular dynamics fails to reach the
pristine C60 even once in the same number of force calls.

CHAPTER 2
LANGEVIN’S EQUATION AND ITS MEASURE
Langevin’s equation of motion for the velocity vt of a particle interacting with a
stochastic environment is
dvt = −αvt dt + σdBt ,

(2.1)

where the friction coefficient α controls the coupling between the particle and its implicit surroundings, and Bt is a standard Brownian motion, representing the collective
motion of those surroundings. The formal solution to equation 2.1 is
−αt

vt = e

(v0 + σ

Z

0

t

eαs dBs ),

(2.2)

which clearly indicates that at long times (after the influence of the initial velocity
v0 has decayed) the motion of the Langevin particle is driven by the stochastic term
σdBt . Since the motion σBt is a mean-zero process it is easily seen that the process vt
is also mean-zero at long times. Isometry of the Ito integral gives σ 2 (1 − e−2αt )/2α as
the variance of this process, which decays to σ 2 /2α at times that are long compared
to 1/α. If σ is taken as

q

2kB T α/m, then the average square velocity per degree of

freedom is kB T /m at long times. Einstein’s diffusion relations are also recovered with
this choice of σ[21].
In the case of the free particle, the motion is driven by the stochastic force alone.
The stochastic integral σ

Rt
0

eαs dBs contains just a single process, σBt . In this case it

is valid to reason that the measure of the process vt is proportional to the measure
of σBt . When the Langevin particle is subject to an external field, the equation of
motion is most conveniently written
dvt = −αvt dt + dXt ,
where Xt = σBt +

Rt
0

(2.3)

a(ω, u)du. Here, a(ω, t) = − m1 ∇V (q(ω, t)) with V (q) represent-

ing the external field. The configuration space variables are labeled q(ω, t) where ω
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indexes the realization of σBt appearing in equation 2.3. This equation of motion admits a formal solution which parallels that of the free particle vt = e−αt (v0 +

Rt
0

eαs dXs ).

This process is immediately recognized as distinct from the free particle case; this trajectory is driven by the process Xt (ω) rather than by dBt (ω). In the case of a Langevin
particle in an external field, the path probability must be proportional to the measure
of Xt .
The definition of Xt , Xt = σBt +

Rt
0

a(ω, u)du, shows that this is a shifted Brownian

motion. As such, one can appeal to Girsanov’s theorem[22] for representing the
measure of Xt as a shifted Wiener measure. The form of the shift used here is reached
by preserving the basic form of the fundamental solution to Langevin’s equation. This
shift is unique amoung the treatments of this problem and through Girsanov’s theorem
leads to a novel measure for these paths.
For a given realization of the process σBt , the probability of having passed through
given intervals of space Ii at times t1 < t2 < · · · < tn can be represented as
n
Y

i=1

1
q

σ 2π(ti+1 − ti )

Z

Ii

exp[−

(bi+1 − bi )2
]dbi ,
2σ 2 (ti+1 − ti )

(2.4)

where b is viewed as the coordinate in which the process Bt takes its values[23]. This
is just the Wiener measure. If the process Xt is broken into small intervals where
dt = ti+1 − ti is infinitesimally small, then by the definition of Xt the shifted measure
becomes
ρ(Xt ) = C

n
Y

exp[−

i=1

(dBi − a(ω, ti)dt)2
]
2σ 2 dt

(2.5)

for a path of duration (n − 1)dt. C is just the normalization constant from equation
2.4.
To make the connection to Girsanov’s theorem transparent, the square in equation
2

−Bi )
2.5 may be expanded and Wi substituted for exp[− (Bi+1
] leaving
2σ2 dt

ρ(Xt ) = C

n
Y

Wi exp[

i=1

1
a2i dt
(a
dB
−
)].
i
i
σ2
2

In continuous time the function, Mi = exp[ σ12 (ai dBi −

tinuous analog Mt = exp[ σ12 (

Rt
0

as dBs −

Rt

a2 ds
0 s
2

a2i dt
)],
2

(2.6)

is replaced by its con-

)]. Now the probability of realizing the
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random motion dBt is simply shifted by the function Mt . In other words, if E[f ]
denotes the expectation of the function f over all realizations of the motion σBt , the
expectation E[f Mt ] is the expectation of f over all realizations of the motion Xt . It
is assumed that at does not affect the normalization[22] and is measurable.
A typical conclusion deduced from the symbolic representation of equation (1.2)
is the notion that a path is optimal if
ẍt + αẋt − at = 0,

(2.7)

implying the ideal path belongs to a damped Newton’s equation [10, 14, 16] which
is free of all stochastic behaviour. This is, in essence, a variational treatment of
the problem with no restriction on the space of functions under consideration. In
examining the consequences of this interpretation of an optimal trajectory, a simple
and standard uniqueness argument may be used to show that this path is in fact
not a solution to equation 2.3. Label this noiseless, optimal trajectory ut . Let vt
be a solution to equation 2.3 connecting the same endpoints as ut , which solves the
optimal equation 2.7. From the fundamental solution to Langevin’s equation it iss
clear that the variance of any trajectory in velocity space is σ 2 /2α. This already
implies that u is not a solution to equation 2.3, since its velocities are not from the
correct distribution. Formal arguments that the solutions u and v are not identical
in L2 (dP × dt) may be found in references [24] and [25].
Furthermore, consideration of the ergodic theorem must lead one away from thinking of solutions to 2.7 as Langevin solutions. If ergodicity holds, any Langevin trajectory will generate the Boltzmann phase density at long times while solutions to
2.7 will come to rest in a finite time and thus cannot produce the Boltzmann density
on any time scale. This simple fact is enough to distinguish Langevin trajectories
from the trajectories of equation 2.7 and, just like the uniqueness assertion above, is
a statement about the distribution the trajectories belong to.
We note that for a constant potential with zero gradient, the optimal Langevin
path would be one connecting the given end points in the shortest time possible while
still exhibiting the correct statistical moments. The straight line paths rendered
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by minimizing any action on a potential with zero gradient will not have the same
statistical moments as a Langevin trajectory for obvious reasons.
Lastly, the paths derived by action minimization are sometimes proposed as important because they have the maximal contribution to an integral over paths connecting
the end points. However, these uniqueness arguments demonstrate that if one were
to integrate over Langevin paths, in accordance with the Feynman-Kac connection
between the trajectory and distribution views[24], these “optimal” paths reached by
action minimization would never be observed and therefore never appear in such a
path integral.
These arguments expose the danger in asking for optimal paths by setting what
appears as an “action” equal to zero along a path. While doing so is not without merit,
it cannot be argued to reveal Langevin trajectories. This is additionally pointed out
in [26]. In fact, the connection between a variational treatment of the Fokker-Planck
equation and the subsequent Euler-Lagrange equations should be pursued in a very
different manner, the fundamentals of which may be found in reference [27]. The
need for a constraint on the space of functions used to optimize or explore the path
integral should now be obvious.
To evaluate the “action” of equation 1.2,

1
2σ2

R

(ẍt + αẋt − at )2 dt, along a path one

may simply revert to the equivalent measure given by equation 1.1 in discrete time,
√
P
allowing the integral over the action to be written as a sum 2σ12 dt i (σRi dt)2 , where
√
Ri ∈ N(0, 1) and σ dtRi is the discrete representation of the random force. This is
precisely where setting the “action” equal to zero errs; the variance cannot be zero
for a Langevin path at finite temperature and friction. For n steps, where
this expression is proportional to the variance of the random force

√

n
n−1

nV ar[σRi dt]
2σ2 dt

≈ 1,

which

is suggestive of a length penalty. This, indeed, takes its minimum value when the
variance or path length is zero, but Langevin paths of zero length are of no interest.
The measure in equation 2.6 contains two additional terms due to the factor
1
1
Mt = exp[ 2 ( at dBt −
σ
2
Z

Z

a2t dt)].

(2.8)

The condition for optimality now involves minimizing the acceleration, at , due to the
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external field and length of the path. One may imagine the two terms in Mt become
increasingly important for “stiff” potentials.
If at = 0 along trajectories, then the measure for equation 2.1 is recovered and
the shortest paths with the correct statistical moments will be most dominant in any
path integral. If the external forces are nonzero, then trajectories will simply seek
the “path of least resistance”. In this case, the routes connecting the initial and final
points of the paths which encounter the least opposition from the gradient of the
potential will be traversed. This is a very intuitive and pleasing result. Searching for
reactive Langevin trajectories that carry high probability can be viewed as a search
for realizations of Bt which connect the initial and final states of the trajectory. Such
paths will do so by visiting the least steep regions of the potential energy surface, to
optimize Mt , while maintaining the correct statistical moments.
It is also obvious that optimal trajectories should gather density in regions where at
is small to reduce the contribution of Mt . Even though the measure does not contain
terms that are reminiscent of the Boltzman weight, Mt hints at some features one
may associate with the Boltzman density; at will be small in magnitude in minima
of the potential energy surface. On the other hand, the gradient of the potential
energy surface will also be small at barrier tops and saddles. Intuitively one imagines
that trajectories gathering density in these regions of high potential energy are not
examples of canonical trajectories. In the following section this intuitive picture will
be found consistent with path sampling that is restricted to solutions of Langevin’s
equation.

CHAPTER 3
DEMONSTRATING THE PITFALLS
OF AN UNRESTRICTED PATH SPACE
Numerical examples are presented to underscore the points outlined in the preceeding chapter. A good choice of test surface is the Mueller potential[8, 28, 29]
(figure 3.1). The surface possesses two deep minima representing the initial and final
states, one shallow intermediate minimum separating the two and a minimum energy
reaction path that is difficult to identify. The lower right well in figure 3.1 is taken
as the reactant state and the upper left well as the product state. The potential is
given by
V (x, y) =

4
X
i=1

ai exp[bi (x − xi )2 + ci (x − xi )(y − yi )
+di(y − yi )2 ],

(3.1)

where the coeffecients are a = (−200, −100, −170, 15), b = (−1, −2, −6.5, 0.7), c =
(0, 0, 11, 0.6), d = (−10, −10, −6.5, 0.7), x = (1, 0, −0.5, −1) and y = (0, 0.5, 1.5, 1).
While the Jacobian required to write the path probability soley in terms of the
configuration space is nonexistent, it is still true that if one is given a Langevin
path in configuration space and the velocity at the initial bead, that path completely
determines the “random numbers” which generate it, provided an accommodating
discretization is used. However, this is also true of non-Langevin paths and the “random numbers” need not be random numbers at all. The uniqueness of solutions for
dynamical equations simply shows that not all continuous paths in configuration space
are solutions to Langevin’s equation. For instance solutions to ẍt + αẋt − at = cos(t)
do not solve Langevin’s equation but the following means of calculating the driving
force acting on a trajectory, in this case cos(t), is still entirely valid. Checking the distribution of these random numbers is crucial for distinguishing Langevin trajectories
from all others, as indicated by the uniqueness arguments in the sections above.
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Figure 3.1 The Mueller potential presents a solid challenge to transition searching
methods since the reaction coordinate is difficult to define. The potential is represented here in a contour plot. The lower right hand minima are viewed as the reactant
states while the upper left minimum is viewed as the products. The shallow minimum
in the reactants may be thought of as a change in conformation.
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If one specifies the path in configuration space along with the velocity vector of
the first bead, the very simple integrator
√
xi = xi−1 + (vi−1 + ai−1 dt − αvi−1 dt + σ dtRi−1 )dt

(3.2)

may be rearranged to yield the random numbers σdBi which generated the path
√
xi − xi−1
σ dtRi−1 =
− (vi−1 + ai−1 dt − αvi−1 dt),
(3.3)
dt
√
where 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Once σdBi−1 (σ dtRi−1 ) has been calculated the velocity at the
next configuration or bead in the path is updated via
√
vi = vi−1 + ai−1 dt − αvi−1 dt + σ dtRi−1

(3.4)

allowing the random numbers at that bead to be calculated. Once the random numbers for the entire path are calculated the resulting set of coordinates defining the
path, {xi , σdBi }, can then be used to evaluate equation 2.6.
This form for the integrator is motivated by the integral of Langevin’s equation
vt = v0 −

Z

0

t

αvs ds +

Z

0

t

dXs

(3.5)

which yields the integrator of equation 3.4 upon discretization. In principle, any
representation should suffice as long as it affords a means of calculating the random
numbers upon specification of the positions in configuration space and an initial
velocity.
In the simulations presented below the Langevin friction is α = 10, the temperature in energy units is kB T = 6 and the timestep is dt = 0.008.
Sampling from all continuous paths
Given the concerns of Chapter 2, the first issue at hand is the matter of uniqueness
and the subsequent restrictions on the path space. The most obvious means of moving
in the path space is to employ uniformly distributed displacements, allowing one to
invoke detailed balance, thus sampling the space of paths as weighted by equation
2.6. However, (2.6) is defined on all continuous functions and is, itself, not limited
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soley to Langevin paths. In this formulation, trial moves are generated by choosing
a random number r on the interval [0, 1] and applying x ← x + (2r − 1)δx to the
current location of the ith bead, where all but the initial bead are allowed to move.
Once the random numbers and subsequent velocities are calculated from equations
ρtrial
] , where
3.3 and 3.4, the acceptance probability may be evaluated as min[1, ρcurrent

ρ is given by equation 2.6. The choice of δx = 0.019 was made with only moderate
experimentation.
As a means of varying path length during the search, the resolution of the path
is occasionally enhanced by placing one bead between each existing pair of beads.
The exact location of the new beads is determined by choosing a velocity ν from
the Boltzmann distribution and applying xnew = xi + νdt to each bead in the path.
Once each bead in the path has attempted a fixed number of moves, the resolution
or duration of the most recent path observed may be doubled. The path length is
increased as the simulation progresses to improve efficiency. Sampling long paths that
are initially far from the solution space should be avoided. This approach is quite
similar to the V-cycle routine outlined in reference [8].
For simplicity, the initial path was taken as the straight line connecting the endpoints (0.5, 0.0) and (−0.5, 1.5) in 50 timesteps. The path length is doubled once
every bead in the path has attempted 25000 displacements. The final path contains
400 timesteps and is shown in figure 3.2.
In the present approach, which satisfies detailed balance, the path space is not
explicitly restricted to the space of functions solving Langevin’s equation. Any imaginable sequence of configuration points, representing a trajectory, may be reached
with this routine whether or not it is actually a solution to Langevin’s equation.
As is evident from figure 3.2, this path does not conform to one’s intuition about
Langevin paths, suggestive of the fact that the propagator is not faithfully represented — the path space is not limited to Langevin solutions. This trajectory is is
an example of the “fixed points” alluded to earlier. Trajectories exhibiting similar
behaviour have been reported in reference [8] and an unpublished work by Voter and
Henkelman[11]. Trajectories collect density in regions of the potential energy sur-
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Figure 3.2 Optimal trajectories choosen from the space of all functions connecting
the specified endpoints need not resemble one’s intuitive ideal trajectory. The physics
described by Langevin’s equation are not represented if the propagator is neglected.
Here, α = 10 and kB T = 6 leaving kEBaT ≈ 10.
face where the gradient is small to minimize the penalty associated with Mt . In this
case the trajectory has collected density on a barrier top which is not indicative of
Boltzmann sampling. Within the paradigm established in the previous section, this
anomolous behavior is understood as a concequence of the unrestricted path space.
This trajectory does not look like a Langevin trajectory because it is not one.
Relaxing towards Langevin paths: The SLOP Algorithm
A second method, coined Stepwise Langevin Optimization of Paths (SLOP), was
designed to limit the path space to those paths that can be reached with the integrator.
In this approach, the phase space coordinates of bead i − 1 are used to determine
the trial location of bead i by application of the integrator in equation 3.2, while the
remainder of the path is held fixed. Once a bead is displaced, the random numbers
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for the entire path are recalculated, just as with the other method, and the velocities
along the path are updated in parallel to reflect this new sequence of random numbers.
Equation 2.6 and the given Metropolis function are used to accept or reject the new
trajectory. Detailed balance is intentionally broken by SLOP since the goal is not to
sample the full space of continuous functions. If the method satisfies detailed balance,
it will sample the domain of a distribution in full as weighted by that distribution.
The implementation of constraints on that domain, or sampling, must necessarily be
seen as failing to satisfy detailed balance by definition. As in the previous method,
all beads are allowed to move with exception of only the initial bead. A SLOP
simulation was intiated from the same initial path as in the previous method and
the final trajectory, shown in figure 3.3, consists of 400 timesteps. This trajectory
samples the minima of the surface with greatest frequency and it uses the saddle to
reach the product state. The path conforms to what one expects of a Langevin path,
reinforcing intuition.
To increase the rate of moving through the path space, the initial velocity was
chosen from the Boltzmann distribution of velocities at each pass over the path while
its position remained fixed. This was also true of the deltailed balance obeying simulation in the previous example. The uniqueness arguments in the previous chapter
demonstrate that Langevin trajectories are only a subset of a bigger space of paths or
functions and the scheme used to move paths under some measure should reflect that.
The SLOP scheme attempts to restrict the space of functions by using an integrator
to generate displacements in configuration space.
The target temperature along the paths was set at kB T = 6 so that Ea /kB T ≈ 10,
yet neither of these paths (figure 3.2 or figure 3.3) represent what one would expect
from an ideal Langevin path given that the amount of thermal energy relative to the
energy landscape is small. The temperature along the path generated by uniform
displacements is < v 2 >= 11 and the path itself represents nothing one expects of
Langevin trajectories. The temperature along the SLOP path is < v 2 >= 42 and it is
clear that the path samples energies as high as the high energy saddle more frequently
than expected with Ea ≈ 10kB T . Since paths are required to make the transition from
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Figure 3.3 The motion of the trajectory here and the trajectory in figure 3.2 are very
different. This trajectory does not over sample high energy regions of the PES like
the trajectory in figure 3.2. The physical parameters were the same as those used
with uniform displacements.
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initial to final state in a short amount of time, it is expected that the temperatures
should be high compared to the target value. In the case of the SLOP approach, one
can easily imagine that the propagator is more likely to take steps away from shorttime reactive paths than it is to take steps toward them. This follows from their being
rare in the first place; they are hard to find. Despite the appearance of the path in
figure 3.2, the log measure of the path is ln(ρ(Xt )/C) = −683 while evaluating the
log measure for the slightly more intuitive path yields ln(ρ(Xt )/C) = −3057. This
demonstrates that the propogator is not likely to find short-time reactive paths of
good measure and that the peak probability of the measure does not have to be near
the space of Langevin paths.
In an attempt to better control the temperature and measure of these reactive
Langevin paths, the measure ρ(Xt ) can be augmented by a constraint on the temperature of the path, yielding ρ̃path = ρ(Xt ) × exp[−g(hv 2 i − kB T )2 ], where hv 2 i is
evaluated along the path and T is obviously the target temperature. This affords
some means of biasing the accepted moves in path space towards those paths with
the proper temperature, even at short path length. The free parameter g may be
chosen to enhance or eliminate this constraint and could even be adaptively modified
during a simulation. The path temperature as a function of this parameter g is shown
in figure 3.4 for paths generated via uniform displacements and in figure 3.5 for paths
generated via SLOP. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the natural log of the unnormalized
path probability (equation 2.6) for uniform displacements and SLOP respectively at
vairous values of g. For paths generated via uniform displacements, control of temperature has little consequence on the measure of the path, again implying these paths
are not in the proper path space — the measure of a reactive path is independent of
temperature. On the other hand, SLOP paths show increased probability as the temperature is constrained. As the temperature is more tightly controlled (as g increases)
the measure shows a plateau. The paramter g should be taken as the smallest g on
the plateau for best effeciency. The velocity distributions for various values of g are
shown in figures 3.8 and 3.9 for the final 400 timestep path generated by SLOP. As g
increases and the temperatures approach the target value, the velocity distributions
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Figure 3.4 Path temperature as a function of the coupling parameter g is plotted for
optimization via uniform displacements with a target temperature of kB T = 6.
approach the correct Gaussian even for these short path lengths. One should expect
that the velocity is not a perfect Gaussian if paths are too short for averages along
paths to be dominated by the time spent sampling minima.
So that the changes in the Langevin paths can be assessed, five paths at varying
g are shown in figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13; each simulation was initialized with
a different random number seed. As the value of g is raised the trajectories spend
increasingly shorter periods of time with an “activated” status, they spend more time
sampling the minima and less time sampling higher energy areas of the surface.
For the sake of comparison, 200 timesteps from a reactive standard MD simulation
are shown in figure 3.14. The trajectories generated with the SLOP scheme tend to
undersample the low energy saddle between the initial well and the intermediate well
as compared to the Boltzmann density in the dividing plane for the initial state.
The maximum of the density in the dividing plane is at the saddle separating the
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Figure 3.5 Path temperature as a function of g for SLOP shows temperature convergence as the coupling parameter is increased. As coupling gets stronger, the trajectory
temperature approaches the target value of kB T = 6.
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Figure 3.6 The natural log of the path probability as a function of the coupling parameter g for optimization via uniform displacements shows only a very weak depenence
on the coupling strength, implying that controlling the trajectoy temperature has
little affect on the trajectory dynamics.
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Figure 3.7 When the trajectory dynamics follow from an algorithm that does maintain
a representation of the propagator the natural log of the path probability shows a
strong dependence on the trajectory temperature. If the trajectory temperature is
far from the target value the path probability suffers. Once the temperature is some
tolerable distance from the target value, figure 3.5 suggests < v 2 >≤ 12, the path
probability reaches a plateau, defining the upper envelope of the path probability.
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Figure 3.8 The x component of the velocity distribution of SLOP paths is plotted
for several values of g. At coupling strengths large enough to produce positive consequences in the measure and temperature, the velocities are seen to approach the
proper distribution.
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Figure 3.9 The y component of the velocity distribution is plotted for several values
of g.
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Figure 3.10 Five paths with a coupling parameter of g = 0 hint at the configuration
distribution being sampled. Several of the endpoints have moved away from the
minimum in the reactant state indicating excess thermal energy. This set of paths
also samples areas of higher potential energy than one would expect to sample with
such short trajectories as generated by standard integration of Langevin’s equation.
These trajectories clearly sample energies higher than the saddle used to reach the
product state even though Ea /kB T ≈ 10.
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Figure 3.11 In contrast with figure 3.10, the set of paths generated with a coupling of
g = 5 show a greatly reduced tendency to sample high energy regions of the energy
landscape. None of the endpoints exit the reactant state and the trajectories are
generally more tightly bundled in the minima of the surface.
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Figure 3.12 Figure 3.7 indicates that the path measure is relatively indifferent to
changes in the coupling parameter at g ≥ 5. This set of paths was generated with
g = 10.
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Figure 3.13 Consistent with the trend depicted by the three previous figures, the
paths generated with a coupling parameter g = 20 appear to thermalize to a greater
extent in each minimum before making the hop to the next stable state along the
path.
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Figure 3.14 For comparison a 200 step section of a typical MD simulation is shown. All
the simulation parameters are identical to those used in the optimization simulations.
initial and intermediate wells but the paths generated with SLOP tend to miss that
saddle. Standard MD paths also slow down near the saddles (at the friction considered
here) while the paths generated with the SLOP scheme do not. These observations
are offered in lieu of a comparison of the configuration densities as generated by
standard MD or this relaxation scheme. Harvesting a large enough set of reactive
segments is simply too costly especially when the effects of generating trajectories
as described above are readily apparent. The temperature control and measurebased moving scheme used by SLOP seem limited to trajectories that spend as little
time as possible in an activated state. The SLOP proceedure simply attempts to
move paths in the direction of increasing probability given that the attmepted move
is generated by application of the integrator. This isn’t necessarily a good thing
since the path measure knows nothing about the degeneracy or entropy of the path
space and therefore may overlook low measure paths that are sampled frequently
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due to their degeneracy. These issues are addressed in Chapters 4 and 5 where a
different path moving scheme is developed that allows the entire path to move at
once, instead of moving one bead at a time. This completely removes any bias due to
the acceptance/rejection strategy and automatically restricts the path space to the
space of Langevin trajectories.
This restricted search for paths can be viewed as a series of Langevin steps that
have been conditioned on their effect on the measure of the entire path. This means
that if bead i is displaced, its acceptance rests on the new position’s influence on the
previous bead as well as all the remaining beads in the path. Such a perspective begs
the question: Is it possible to use the SLOP methodology to guide otherwise normal
Langevin dynamics through configuration space without specifying an entire path
between the initial and final states? Formulation of this problem still requires specification of the initial and final configurations but it does not require any additional
input.
The initial path is represented as a single step of dynamics which carries the
trajectory from the initial phase point directly to the final point in configuration
space. The integrator is inverted, just as before, to calculate the large and improbable
random number that would give rise to this trajectory. Subsequently, the evolution
operator is applied to the initial phase point. The new trial path now contains two
timesteps. The same Metropolis function is again used to determine whether the new
path is accepted. Upon rejecting a step, the propagator is simply reapplied to the
last accepted phase point with a new realization of σdBt . This approach has proven
valuable in generating initial paths. A path generated with this new protocol is shown
in figure 3.15. This 70 step path enters the optimization routine with a much more
favorable initial likelihood than the straight line path of the previous examples. It
isn’t expected that this scheme for generating initial paths will have great success
in high dimensional systems. There are many possible integrator moves that reduce
the size of the random force needed to take the last step to the product state but
don’t leave the end of the path near the product state. Implying that a number
of steps could be accepted even though they don’t take the trajectory to the final
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Figure 3.15 Typical initial path generated by guiding simulations with the path integral.
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configuration. Furthermore, as the path gets longer its measure will suffer and for
very rare events the length of the path may need to be quite long so the acceptance
rate of integrator steps may become exceeding small before much progress is made.
Techniques for moving paths under some measure, as in the previous examples,
are subject to a few common problems. The storage requirements for these schemes
are potentially large because the random force and configuration at every step in
the path must be stored. For real systems the path length may need to be tens
of thousands of timesteps so storing the path would demand serious memory from
computers any time the number of particles is large. For instance, a 1000 particle
simulation of 30, 000 timesteps would require an array of 18 × 107 entries. Another
serious problem arises if the systems being studied has several saddles sparating two
states. The initial paths may pass through one saddle and there is no way to promiss
they can leave that saddle for another one. So, if there are multiple mechanisms
for a given reaction, some more probable than others, there is no reason to believe
these kinds of algorithms would sample the correct saddles if initiated in the wrong
saddles. That is, paths may not be able to hop from low probability pathways to high
probability pathways.
In the next chapter a strategy is developed to overcome these issues. The goal
is to formulate a method for generating reactive pathways rapidly and with correct
probabilities so that simulations are not trapped showing just one mechanism. Rather,
the goal is to sample all physically relevant pathways with representative probabilities.

CHAPTER 4
DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS FOR EVOLUTION
IN LANGEVIN PATH SPACE
In this formulation of path space dynamics the random force at each instant of a
Langevin trajectory will be given by an independent trajectory in the random force
space — an N step Langevin trajectory is driven by N random force trajectories.
The development and implementation of this scheme is extremely simple despite the
level of abstraction required to imagine such a situation.
Langevin’s equation simply requires that the random force at each instant be
uncorrelated with previous observations and that it belong to the correct Gaussian
distribution. This allows one to imagine that the set of random forces appearing in a
Langevin trajectory are actually a single observation of N stochastic trajectories in the
random force space. In this picture, one has N independent realizations of the random
force at each time 0 ≤ u ≤ s where s is the lifetime of the trajectories in random force
space. These N realizations of the random force may be used to generate a Langevin
path of length Ndt at any time u in the path space. These trajectories in the random
force space are defined such that they propogate independently of one another and
generate the correct distribution of random force realizations. Thus, as the N random
force trajectories evolve, the Langevin trajectory in phase space changes. One benefit
of writing dynamical equations for the random forces is that it allows the random
forces to change incrementally along an entire Langevin path. The main technical
motivation for defining the path dynamics in terms of trajectories in the random
force space is that it avoids the use of any measure for the Langevin trajectory and
automatically satisfies the uniqueness concerns of Chapter 2. In fact, the normal
random force on Langevin trajectories is realized by observing a trajectory in the
random force space. Typically though that trajectory is just the displacements along
a Brownian motion. Here the trajectories bs,t generate exactly the same distribution.
This claim will be justified in the following paragraph.
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The simple stochastic differential equation
dbs,t = −αp bs,t ds + σp dQs,t

(4.1)

defines a Gaussian random process in the coordinate bs,t if Qs,t is a Brownian motion.
The density of dQ is given by
ρ(dQt,s ) = C exp[−dQ2t,s /2σp2 dtds],

(4.2)

where C is the normalization constant. This is the density of independent increments
of a standard Brownian motion in the time coordinate s with a scaled variance of
√
σp2 dt. For convenience Qs,t is used rather than carrying the t factor in the variance
σp . It should be stressed that the process bs,t is defined with two timescales in mind.
The s timescale indicates time along a trajectory in the b coordinate and t indicates
the instant of time along a Langevin trajectory at which the random force bs,t acts.
The distribution of the process bs,t is specified by the choice of αp and σp (t) which
follows imediately from the solution
−αp s

bs,t = e

(b0,t + σp

Z

0

s

eαp u dQu,t ).

(4.3)

The mean of bs,t is zero and the variance along s is V ar[bs,t ] = dtσp2 /2αp (1 − e−2αp s ),
by isometry of Ito’s integral[24]. It has been assumed that observations are made at
regular intervals of time t such that dt = ti+1 − ti . If σp =

q

2αp σ 2 then the variance

of bs,t is exactly the variance of the random force typically used to generate Langevin
trajectories. The proper choice for σ is

q

2kB T α/m where kB is the Boltzmann

constant, α is the regular Langevin friction and m is the mass of the Langevin particle
in phase space. In summary, bs,t is a Gaussian mean zero process with variance dtσ 2 .
Taking observations of b from different trajectories produces N independent random
variables with distribution N(0, dtσ 2 ). The distribution of these N random variables is
therefore exactly the distribution of σdBt , the independent increments of a Brownian
motion which would typically be used as the random force in a simulation of the
Langevin equation.
We note that N observations of a single bs trajectory could be used to drive a
Langevin trajectory provided the observations of b are independent of one another.
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It is much more favorable to use N independent trajectories because the variation in
b at each path space timestep of the Langevin trajectory will be small.
In discrete time this scheme is very simply represented by the following integrator
√ √
b(i) ← b(i) − αp b(i)ds + σp dt dsRi
xi+1 = xi + (vi + ai dt − αvi dt + b(i))dt,

(4.4)

where an initial phase space point and set of random forces {b(i)}N
i=1 are required as
an initial value and R ∈ N(0, 1) — note the initial set of random forces do not need
to produce a reactive trajectory. First, the random force at the Langevin timestep i is
advanced by ds time (the path space timestep) according to equation 4.1. That new
random force is then used to generate the new position of the i + 1 phase point, where
vi+1 = vi +ai dt−αvi dt+b(i). Iterating this procedure moves the entire initial Langevin
path through the phase space to a new path. The new path starts at the given initial
phase point (x(1), v(1)) and evolves under the new set of random force realizations.
The position of the final phase point (x(N + 1), v(N + 1)) is completely unbiased.
This scheme moves from one realization of the Langevin trajectory to another in a
manner that is completely consistant with the probability of sampling the Langevin
segments via standard integration. Because these trajectories are unbiased, the final
configuration point of the trajectory is most likely going to be somewhere in the initial
state for a rare event system.
In the ideal case the configuration space of rare event problems would be rapidly
sampled in an unbiased fashion and without advanced knowledge of any stable states
other than the initial state. In this case both the pathways exiting the initial state and
the identity of the final state(s) are of interest. On the other hand it is easy to think of
physically important cases where the final state is known but the pathways connecting
the final state to the initial state are completely unknown. A classic example is the
auto-ionization of water[30]. The present method for evolving Langevin segments
can actually be used to accelerate the sampling of reactive pathways in both of these
cases. The simpler case is of course when the final state is known, so that situation
will be considered first. Once the method of sampling reactive pathways in this case
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is outlined, the method will be modified so that trajectories leave the initial state
more rapidly even though there is no predefined endpoint.
In each of these cases, some type of bias will be used to increase the probability
of generating a trajectory that reaches the final state or at least leaves the initial
one. Once a reactive trajectory is found, that bias is turned off and the path space
dynamics proceeds as before — the evolution in path space proceeds in an unbiased
manner. In the path space, the reactive trajectories can be thought of as regions that
are difficult to reach, for largely entropic reasons. Furthermore, these points in the
path space (the reactive trajectories) are not attractors for normal dynamics. If they
were, standard simulation would generate them readily rather than rarely. With this
in mind, it can be expected that these path dynamics will sample reactive trajectory
segments for a short time before the path will move away from the region of path
space representing reactive trajectories. Because the initial phase point is fixed by
the integrator the paths will always fall back to the initial state when they leave the
neighborhood of reactive paths.
The bias, termed the drifting force here, is defined with the intent of sampling the
sequences of random forces that induce transition along the Langevin trajectory. Normal dynamics sample the random force distribution until, by brute force, a sequence
is generated that carries a trojectory to products. The goal here is to importance
sample the random force sequence so that the rate of transition is increased. Because
the random force is generated dynamically, the magnitude of the drifting force is
much smaller than it would need to be if were directly added to a standard treatment
of Langevin’s equation. This will be returned to in the next chapter.
The measure for the driving force along a normal Langevin trajectory is (equation
2.5) C exp[ 2σ−1
2 dt

PN

i=1 (bi −adt)

2

] where a is the acceleration due to the potential energy

surface. If the final configuration is known, an interaction can be defined such that
the forces due to that interaction tend the trajectories toward the final state. Label
the force due to this additional, fictitious interaction D. If the measure for dQ is
shifted ρ(dQt,s ) = C exp[−(dQt,s − Ddt)2 /2σp2 dtds], then the average force driving the
dynamics in the random force space is Ddt, the drifting force. Shifting the process
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Q this way increases the odds of sampling sequences of the random force that guide
the Langevin trajectory to the product state.
Now the shifted dynamics evolve by the following biased equations
b(i) ← b(i) − αp b(i)ds + gDdtds + σp (i)dQs
xi+1 = xi + (vi + ai dt − αvi dt + b(i))dt.

(4.5)

The drift force, D in equation 4.5, will have to be determined case by case, which is
a trival process that will be outlined in the examples given in the following chapter.
Once these biased path dynamics find a path that reaches the final state, the drifting
force can be turned off by setting g = 0 so that the path dynamics can sample reactive
trajectories in an unbiased fashion. After a finite time the path will fall back into the
reactive state and the bias may be switched on, g = 1, until another reactive path is
found. It should be pointed out that this scheme may be applied to any integration
strategy for Langevin’s equation including the integrator from reference [31]. In this
particular case there would be a stochastic equation of motion for the random force
in the configuration coordinate as well as in the momentum coordinate. The current
leap-frog scheme is presented for simplicity.
These path dynamics leave room for hope even when the final state is unknown.
If the process Q is shifted such that its measure is ρ(dQt,s ) = C exp[−(dQt,s +
Dadt)2 /2σp2 dtds], then the random force will oppose the gradient of the PES. Applying the same trick as before, the dynamics become
b(i) ← b(i) − αp b(i)ds − gDaidtds + σp (i)dQs
xi+1 = xi + (vi + ai dt − αvi dt + b(i))dt.

(4.6)

This sampling guides the random force against the underlying PES so trajectories in
the phase space find it easier to escape stable states.
This is only used to find final states. The dynamics arising from this evolution
cannot in general be assumed to give correct state to state dynamics — it is not
zero in the dividing surface separating configuration states. If the bias −Dai dt is
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applied according to hyperdynamics[2], then transitions rendered with this approach
could possibly be trusted though the definition of the hyperdynamics timestep has no
meaning here. Simulations with a very large D would be analogous to over boosting
with hyperdynamics. It should be stated that this is not proposed as an efficient bias
in general. This has proven a highly effective means of escaping the initial state in
the simple example considered later and should at least serve this purpose in larger
systems. Ideal applications would be things like cluster rearrangement or generally,
problems concerning leaving one basin for another. Association reactions would not
fall into this category and it is not expected that this bias would accelerate such
processes.
In all applications the drift force on each particle can be normalized, then scaled
to remove preference among certain directions due to the definition of the fictitious interaction potential. The parameter D > 0 is chosen by experimentation, as addressed
below.
Any time Langevin’s equation is employed, the distribution of momentum is Gaussian even though the motion in configuration space is different for different potential
energy surfaces. This is due to the “swirling” or “flow” within the Gaussian velocity
distribution induced by the PES. The use of these path dynamics may be thought
of as allowing one to establish a swirling within the random force space where the
flow is constructed to accelerate the rate of transition in configuration space. A key
feature of this formulation is that the initial trajectory does not need to be a reactive
trajectory. The bias in the random force will move the thrajectory through path
space until a reactive trajectory is found, but there is no need for the initial path to
be reactive.

CHAPTER 5
APPLICATIONS OF PATHWISE DYNAMICS
Simple 2D model
The surface[17]
2 +y 2

V (x, y) = 4(x2 + y 2 − 1)2 − e−4(x−1)

2 +y 2

− e−4(x+1)

+e8(x−1.5) + e−8(x+1.5) + e−4(y+0.25) + 0.2e−8x

2

(5.1)

has two exits separating the initial state (−0.99, 0.12) and the final state (0.99, 0.12)
(Figure 5.1). The saddle at (0, 0.12) is visited most frequently at low temperatures
while the exits are almost equally sampled at higher temperatures. The following
path space parameters were used in all simulations αp = 10α, ds = dt/100, where
the real Langevin friction and timestep were α = 1 and dt = 0.08. The phase space
particles have unit mass.
A set of 100 standard MD paths use the low barrier exit 90% ± 9% of the time
at kB T = 0.07. Reactive sections of 700 timesteps were cut from these standard MD
paths for comparison with the paths generated via path dynamics. The transition
detection frequency was simply set just low enough to allow the MD trajectories to
reach the product minimum before the transition was caught. The measure of these
reactive segements of MD trajectories are shown in figure 5.2.
The simple drift bias in equation 4.5 was used to accelerate the rate of finding
reactive trajectory segments. The drift was only applied in the x coordinate and
was given by D(0.99) since the product state minimum is at x = 0.99. The best
value of the drift coeficient D was choosen by generating 100 independent reactive
trajectories at various drift strengths. Each time a reactive trajectory was found
it was allowed to evolve without any bias until it fell back into the reactant state
and then the drift was switched on until the next transition. The measure of these
paths is shown in figure 5.3. As the drift strength D is decreased the path measures
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Figure 5.1 This simple surface connects two minima via two saddles. For standard
MD the saddle at (0, 1) (with activation energy Ea = 0.905) is the dominant saddle
at low temperatures while at high temperatures the two pathways are nearly equally
likely. The second saddle is at (0, 0.12) and has an activation energy of Ea = 1.14.
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Figure 5.2 The log of unnormalized path probabilities for the MD reactive segments
are given for comparison with the biased path dynamics segments in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 For D ≤ 0.004 the path probabilities group together, indicating the region
of suitable drift coefecients. At these drift values the path dynamics samples reactive
Langevin segments with the same weights as direct MD.
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Figure 5.4 The percentage of trajectories exiting the initial state via the low barrier
saddle is plotted with respect to the drift strength D.
begin to cluster together near −1000. Once the measure of the paths shows only a
small change with respect to the drift, the range of good drift values has been found.
If the measure of the drifted paths is compared to the MD paths, it is clear that
reactive paths carry the same weight in both methods. Another way to choose the
drift is to watch the relative probabilties of using the two saddles to escape the initial
state. As the drift gets smaller and the path dynamics become more computationally
expensive (as the limit of zero bias is approached) these probabilities will cease to
change, converging to the unbiased probabilities. Once the probability of escaping
has reached a constant value with respect to D, the largest D that reproduces that
probability should be used. In this case, the low barrier pathway was used with the
following probabilities 67% ± 4.5%, 86% ± 3.3%, 92% ± 2.6%, 96% ± 1.7%, 93% ± 2.4%
for the drifts D = 0.0072, 0.0056, 0.004, 0.0032, 0.0024 respectively. These results are
shown graphically in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.5 The temperatures of the reactive segments for MD and path dynamics
are given here. There is practically no difference in the temperature of the reactive
segments for the two methods.
Both figure 5.3 and these escape preferences indicate that D ≤ 0.004 would be
a suitable choice. The cost of this method is best given in terms of force calls. For
D = 0.0072 the path dynamics require 811 times fewer force calls than normal MD
in generating 100 reactive trajectories. For D = 0.0056, 0.004, 0.0032, 0.0024 the
efficiencies were 368, 138, 52, 23 respectively. The temperature of the MD segments
and the drifted paths are shown in figure 5.5 for sake of comparison and the footprint
left by either method is given in figures 5.7 and 5.6 as a means of indicating similar
sampling in configuration space.
In MD 100 independent transitions produces 100 trajectory segments. In the path
dynamics, the reactive segments evolve until they fall back into the reacant state and
each step of path dynamics that continues to connect the reactant and product states
is counted as a reactive trajectory. This is why figures 5.3 and 5.5 show more than
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Figure 5.6 The configuration footprint of the path dynamics shows that the sampling
does not miss any part of configuration space that would be sampled by direct MD.
These 460 paths were generated with D = 0.004.
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Figure 5.7 These 100 MD segments leave a footprint in configuration space that can
be compared to the path dynamics in figure 5.6. There is little difference between
the two.
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100 paths.
In this example the path dynamics have been shown to reproduce the results of
direct MD. In addition to this path sampling’s ability to sample multiple pathways,
the effeciency is 138 times better than direct integration in this simple system. This
path sampling scheme does not require one build in any additional parameters to
capture changes in mechanism due to changes in temperature because the dynamics
of Langevin’s equation are built in automatically. This scheme also only requires a
minimum of bookkeeping — only the random forces along the path need to be stored.
There are no complex moving algorithms and no need for high order derivatives
of the potential energy surface. It is also mentioned that adding the drift force
at D = 0.004 to standard Langevin integration produces no statistical change in
the observed rate constant. If the drift is added to the random force dynamics, the
random force is guaranteed to evolve on the drift potential. If the drift is simply added
to Langevin’s equation, the next random force realization is drawn independently of
where it currently is on the drift potential.
Closing a damaged Fullerene at 700 K
As a first step towards applying this method to more complex systems, a damaged C60
cage was closed via path dynamics. The potential energy is given by AIREBO[32],
an emperical bond order potential based on a Tersoff-type potential[33]. This surface
is widly used to simulate both condensed and gas phase carbon-hydrogen systems[34,
35, 36, 37, 38]. That the surface describes bond formation and dissociation is its key
strength as it allows one to examine interesting and complex chemical changes.
In these simulations, rather than using a constant drift defined by the distance
between the initial configuration and the final configuration, a drift was defined for
each configuration point or timestep in the trajectory. This way, the orientation of
the vector pointing towards the product state is determined by the current location of
the Langevin trajectory. The Langevin timestep for these simulations was dt = 0.25
fs and the path space timestep was ds = dt/200. The Langevin friction was α = 0.01
fs−1 and the path space friction was αp = 10α. The Langevin temperature was
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T = 700 K.
The length of a Langevin trajectory that closes the C60 cage should be quite long.
It is expected that there are several states along the way to the closed cage, roughly
one for each change in bonding, and that transitions between any of these states are
rare. Accordingly, the search for pathways connecting the inititial configuration in
figure 5.8 to the final configuration in figure 5.9 is performed on a state-by-state basis.
During a path simulation, changes in the configurational state are easily detected
by monitoring the list of interacting atoms used by the potential energy surface. If
changes in the list of bonds are observed, the current configuration may be minimized
by steepest decent so the minimized structure can be compared to the initial structure.
If there are changes in the list of bonding interactions between these states, then a
transition has occurred.
Once a transition is observed, the newly found state is recorded and the trajectory
is placed back in the initial state with a new set of random forces. Recall that generating a new initial trajectory in the random force space does not require evaluating
the potential energy or its forces, so it is quite inexpensive. Each time a transition
is detected the product state is recorded until 100 transitions have been counted. At
this point, a statistical statement about the probability of transitioning into one of
these collected product states is made and this process is initiated in the newly found
most probable state. In this way the portion of the reaction tree that the dynamics
will most frequently sample is rapidly traced out.
The raw number of states between the initial and final configurations is 30. This
follows simply from the fact that five bonds must be formed to reach the final configuration. After the first transition one of those bonds will be closed, after the second
transition two will be closed and so on. The number of states is then
n Cr

P4

j=1 5 Cj ,

where

= n!/r!(n − r)!. This clearly makes no use of physics. Dynamics may only

visit some of those states as some transitions could be observed only with very low
probability. The total number of pathways can be calculated as well. After the first
transition one bond is closed and four remain. Thus, there are four exits for each
of the five possible first product states. After two transitions, two bonds are closed
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Figure 5.8 The initial configuration of C60 . Five bonds are missing in this configuration and the under coordinated atoms are colored red.
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Figure 5.9 The final configuration for the path dynamics is pristine C60 . The bonds
that must close in passing from the initial state to this final state are colored red.
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leaving three exits (in the direction of the final configuration) for each of the 5 C2
states. Continuing this logic, the total number of pathways is given by

P4

j=1 ej 5 Cj

where ej = 5 − j is the number of exits for a state having j of the 5 bonds closed.
The total number of pathways going toward the final configuration is 70.
Some of the 30 states are expected to be more difficult for trajectories to reach
than others; all 70 pathways should not be frequented; some may not be observed at
all at low temperatures. The state-to-state path dynamics will populate the parts of
the reaction tree that are most accessible at 700 K.
The drift force was defined in the simplest possible way. The initial configuration
is compared to the target configuration and the list of atomic interactions that are
different — either missing from the initial state or not present in the final state —
are collected. In this case there are no bonding interactions in the initial state that
are not present in the final state so a force need only be defined for the missing
interactions. In general one should make use of all available information. In the case
of C60 , all the bonds are sp2 and the mean bond distance is near 1.46Å. The drift
force is defined as the negative gradient of the interaction

P

ij (rij −1.4)

2

where ij runs

over all the bonding interactions that are missing from the initial configuration. The
magnitude of the biasing force vector on each biased atom is additionally normalized
to remove the distance dependance — otherwise pairs with greater separation are
more strongly biased. Label the normalized force vector FN . In this notation the
i
drifting force in coordinate i on atom k is given by DFk,N
where the coefficient D

controls the strength (or magnitude) of the drifting.
The length of the Langevin segments was set to 7.5 ps with no experimentation.
The length should be longer than the correlation time in the random force trajectories
and short enough to avoid taxing computer memory. The drift strength D was chosen
by collecting 100 transitions from the initial configuration with 0.01 ≤ D ≤ 0.8. At
good drift strengths the probabilities for exiting the initial state via different saddles
should be equal. As the drifting becomes too strong these probabilities will shift.
This is analogous to the two exit model in the previous section. The probability of
choosing the dominate product state (figure 5.10) at small drifts (D ≤ 0.2) is plotted
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for various drift strengths in figure 5.11. Note that the average drift force at D = 0.2
is thirteen times smaller than the average force acting on an atom due to AIREBO
(the average was 2.6 eV/Å). The optimal drift strength is D = .2.
Figure 5.12 depicts the reaction tree as visited by the path dynamics. The initial
state is labeled I, the final state F. Each product state in the tree is the most probable
state sampled in 100 transitions from the previous configuration, with exception of
the first set of product states. All the major transition pathways for leaving the initial
state are shown in the tree. A total of 900 transitions were needed to generate this
reaction tree, 100 per state. All simulations were carried out on a dual cpu 1.8 GHz
machine in less than 15 hours at 700 K.
Transitions from the initial configuration (figure 5.8) frequented three of the possible five exits. Four unique transitions were observed, three of which comprise 97%
of all observed transitions. The reaction tree thus has three main branches from the
initial state. Those product states are shown in figures 5.10, 5.13 and 5.14.

Their

respective populations were 53% ± 24%, 24% ± 18%, 20% ± 16%.
The subsequent configurations visited in the reaction tree are given in figures 5.15
through 5.19. The states A2 (figure 5.16) and A′ 2 (figure 5.19) each have two exits
that lead to symmetrically equivalent states. The atom numbering produces the only
difference between the respective product states so conversion to the product state
is 100% in both cases. Of the 30 possible states, 17 were observed though only the
most physically relevant states — those of highest probability — are shown here.
The reaction tree for Langevin dynamics at 700 K has been traced out by the
path dynamcis in an affordable amount of cpu time. The number of force calls used
in generating the tree was equivalent to 6 ns of simulation time. One 5.5 ns direct
MD simulation was executed and that simulation failed to reach the pristine C60 . The
path dynamics allows one to do Langevin simulations with random force sequences
that are biased so that the odds of being in a portion of path space that corresponds
to reactive trajectories are increased. The physical parameters, the temperature,
average potential energy, etc, are preserved. Dynamics are simply limited to a subset
of random force sequences that are likely to guide trajectories toward transition.
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Figure 5.10 This state is labeled state A, it is the most probable product state for
the first transition away from the initial state.
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Figure 5.11 The probability of transitioning to sate A in figure 5.10 is plotted for
several drift strengths D. The largest converged drift strength is D = .2.
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Figure 5.12 The reaction tree traced by the path dynamics. The initial state, I, is
connected to the final state by three converging branches. These are the dominant
transition pathways at 700K.
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Figure 5.13 This state, state A′ , is a product state for first transitions away from the
initial state.
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Figure 5.14 State A′′ . This is a product state for first transitions away from the initial
state.
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Figure 5.15 State A1 . The most probable product state after leaving state A.
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Figure 5.16 State A2 . This is the most probable product state after state A1 .
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Figure 5.17 State A3 . The two symetrically identical exits from state A2 lead to this
state. All the branches of the reaction tree at 700 K converge in this state before
going to pristine C60 .
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Figure 5.18 State A′ 1 .
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Figure 5.19 State A′ 2 .
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For even more rapid exploration of a reaction tree, this could be parallelized. One
processor could be given the first configuration and an initial path. Once a transition
is detected, the product state could be passed to another cpu where a new path
dynamics simulation could be initiated. Branching the path dynamics each time a
unique product state is found produces a methodology for very rapidly searching the
confirmation space. If the drifting strength is properly chosen, the search reveals the
pathways unbiased Langevin trajectories would use.

CHAPTER 6
CLOSING REMARKS
A novel representation of the path probability for Langevin trajectories has been
derived. Girsanov’s continuous substitution of measures[22] was used to shift the
measure for the random force. The form of the shift is suggested by the form of
the fundamental solution to Langevin’s equation for a free particle. In the case of
an external field, the random force may be shifted by the external force allowing a
fundamental solution that parallels the free particle case. Once the shift is identified, Girsanov’s theorem can be applied easily. The resulting measure expresses the
probability of realizing the forces that guide the motion of trajectories through phase
space. This measure includes all the physical parameters appearing in Langevin’s
equation as well as the force contributions of the external field. This is distinctly
different from arguing proportionality with the random force alone, which accounts
for nearly all other representations of the path probability.
The measure derived here is not solely a function of the random force. A simple
thought experiment based on hyperdynamics[2] demonstrates the importance of this
fact. Imagine generating two trajectories of equal length N, one on some poential
energy surface of choice and one on the same surface subject to a bias potential
following hyperdynamics. Each trajectory is initiated from the same phase point and
exposed to the same random force sequence. Assume that the system is such that
the bias is an efficient one and the length N is sufficient for one transition on the
biased surface but not on the unbiased surface. If the path probability is expressed as
equation 1.2, then the two paths have identical probability. These two paths visit very
different regions of phase space and have different partition functions, yet the path
measure in equation 1.2 cannot distinguish between the two because it only expresses
the probability of the random force sequence. If the substitution ai = fi + bi is made
in equation 2.6, where fi is the force due to the external field and bi is the force
due to the bias potential, then ρ(Xt ) is the probability of the biased path. Since the
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unbiased force is shifted, this measure can be multiplied by exp[ σ12 (bi dBi −

(b2i +fi bi )dt
)]
2

at each step i along the path to reveal the unbiased probability. (If one thinks of an
integral over dB and lets the propagator connect that to the correct value of a, then
this unwieghting also maps the biased trajectory onto the unbiased one.)
Additionally, concepts of uniqueness for stochastic differential equations (SDEs)
have been used to raise questions about the paths generated via action minimization.
These paths are noiseless and in the case of the free particle, the optimal path is
always a straight line. As these paths cannot be generated by Langevin dynamics
one must wonder how these paths could possibly carry the largest contribution for
a path integral as defined via the Feynman-Kac connection[24] between trajectories
and their distribution, since the straight line (or more generally noiseless) trajectories
will never enter a proper integral over paths. This argument is one that is not found
in any other literature. Seemingly, popular belief holds that any path in phase space
must be in the solution space of Langevin’s equation, an entirely false proposition.
Both the novel measure and the attention to the uniqueness of SDEs were combined to construct a new means of moving in the path space while being guided by
the measure. This new method can be thought of as a means of moving initial low
probability paths, not required to be in the solution space, to regions of the path
space that carry higher probability. Both the random force along the path and the
momentum along the path sample the appropriate distributions.
A new formulation of dynamics in the Langevin path space has also been presented. In this picture the random forces along a Langevin trajectory are generated by dynamical equations rather than a standard random number generator. The
equations of motion for the random force trajectories are defined so that each one
reproduces the correct random force distribution and is independent of the other random force trajectories. Using trajectories in the random force space affords a means
of slowly changing the random forces along a Langevin trajectory instead of simply
choosing another random force sequence. A very important feature of this formulation is that a reactive trajectory is not needed as initial input. This scheme was
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demonstrated on a simple two dimensional surface where the path dynamics were
shown to generate the correct distibution of reaction pathways and later applied to
closing a damaged fullerene at low temperature. A total of 900 transitions were used
to build a reaction tree for the fullerene. These transitions were harvested in just
less than 15 hours on a 1.8 GHz dual proccessor machine. It is impossible, at this
point, to estimate the acceleration of this method for this system but it is clear that
direct molecular dynamics has no hope of building this reaction tree in any reasonable
amount of time. A 5.5 ns MD trajectory made it only to state A2 . With 900 transitions from path dynamics and 3 from direct MD, the lower bound for the speedup is
then 300. That is, the path dynamics was at least 300 times faster than direct MD
for this fullerene system.
These efforts allow one to generate Langevin paths undergoing rare transitions
with minimal waiting time. The goal of this work was harvesting Langevin trajectories exhibiting rare transitions in a very short amount of time and that has been
accomplished.
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